
Design Details:
Stitch Count= 86 x 86
On 14 count = 6.2" square (not including border)

On 18 count = 4.8" square (not including border)

On 20  count = 3.9" square (not including border)
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Free Blackwork Tangram Wk 1-6
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 On 22 count you would need: 4x4 Inches (10x10cm) of Aida/Hardanger 

Calculating Material Required
To calculate the material required you need to use the number of stitches of the pattern. Each of my patterns will state 
how many stitches the pattern is.To get the dimensions you divide the number of stitches by the count of the material

So for this pattern :

 On 14 count you would need: 7x7 Inches (16x16cm) of Aida/Hardanger 

 On 18 count you would need: 5x5 Inches (12x12cm) of Aida/Hardanger 

 On 20 count you would need: 5x5 Inches (11x11cm) of Aida/Hardanger 

NB: It is advisable to allow a 3" border all around. So add 6" (ie. 3" top and 3" bottom) to the width and height of the 
pattern

Instructions for Blackworking
Where to start ? Once you have your required material the safest option is to start in the middle of the design so that 
you don't accidentally run out of material by not starting at the correct point. It is safest to also work in pattern blocks ie. 
all the stitches in a certain pattern in one colour done at the same time

Once you have decided where to start, work the outline first - this will help prevent errors. Most backwork is done in 
Holbein Stitch, Back Stitch or double running stitch, I recommend backstitch - diagram below.

Come up at A
Go back through at B
Then back up at C
Repeat

♥ You may not use this pattern to create any other pattern/template or design to sell 

♥ You may not amend the pattern

♥ You may not resell or share the pattern in any capacity

♥ You may not use this design for any other purpose other than for Blackworking

PLEASE STITCH WITH 1 STRAND - IE SPLIT YOUR THREAD INTO 6 INDIVIDUAL THREADS
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